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Three hundred and sixty-five living dead have been eliminated to less than fifty.

But it will continue to be eliminated.

the other side.

Levi Garrison asked the Bible Organization to use the metal and other resources of the No. 76 Forbidden
Land to create several combat machines.

Infused with terrible energy, even equipped with a divine tool refined by Levi Garrison.

No matter what level the technology of the Gods Lab has reached.
Levi Garrison’s theory is that the robots developed by the Bible Organization can not use high-tech, but
the only point: the combat effectiveness should be super strong.

You can gather majestic energy and use artifacts!

So these machines are violent fighters!
It is worthy of the resources of No. 76, which can really meet the requirements of Levi Garrison’s super
power.

People can’t exert their power.

But these machines can.

Especially with some artifacts refined by Levi Garrison, the power is even more terrifying!

There are a total of four such fighter machines.

Levi Garrison named them the Four King Kong.

As for the variant living dead.

Levi Garrison expects that there will eventually be eliminated and the remaining thirteen.

Enter his real super power plan.

These thirteen will use up the remaining crystal energy.

Levi Garrison had roughly judged which thirteen it was.

Numbered them early.

Number one to number 13.

This time it is really to build a super strong at all costs.

Fortunately, the forbidden area No. 76 is supported by huge resources.

Otherwise, Levi Garrison has no idea.

With these super powers, Levi Garrison’s heart is quite stable.

Seven days are up.

Levi Garrison asked Kunlun College to pick seedlings.

The rule of selection is to compare each other first to show their talents.

All the students in the morning stood on the playground, waiting for the start.

For everyone, this is an opportunity!

Whether you want to improve your strength, or a spy in the laboratory of the gods.

Looking forward to it!

Soon, all the mentors came to the court.

Levi Garrison was among them.

“Huh? What about Levi Garrison’s students? Why is he alone? How about the others? Don’t they
participate?”

“Yeah, this is the best opportunity for those people!”

“Aren’t we here just to be the disciples of the dean and deputy dean?”

“Now everyone has only been here for a month. Even if we have expert advice, the gap with them is not
that big. This is the time with the smallest gap between us and their only opportunity. If we miss this
time, we won’t be the next time!

The gap between us will grow bigger and bigger in the future! They don’t have the slightest chance! “

…

Everyone said one after another.

Yin Zhengping and the others sneered: “Don’t think about it! They won’t come! This is a group of
stunned greens! All of them are a tendon! I really gave up such a great opportunity for Levi Garrison!”

“Fool! What a fool!”

